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– Thailand => Nam Haen : combining RPG/ABS
• Wrap-up
Origin of ComMod
• Originally (mid 90’s), a transdisciplinary approach to 
study interactions between agriculture and 
environment => modelling as a way to catalyze
interactions among scientists from various disciplines
• Rapidly, participants not restricted to researchers
=> to promote more effective dialogue through 
a framework for information sharing by revealing the 
various viewpoints and subjective criteria to which the 
different stakeholders (including experts) refer 
implicitly or even unconsciously
Interactions between stakeholders
with different weights and representations
society
environment
resource$
Researcher Manager
Two intertwined objectives
 to produce knowledge
=> the final version of the model is an important output 
of the process
=> not common to do such co-design of a quite complex 
model with local stakeholders (resource users)
 to support collective decision-making 
though a dialogic approach
=> the model is mainly intended to enhance 
communication among stakeholders
=> Disposable models (meant to be used once)
Modeling for sharing representations
From individual 
representations…
… a common representation …
Stakeholders’ arena
… to …
… modifying 
individual ones
An iterative and adaptive process
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Example in Northern Thailand
to Support Adaptive Land & Water Management
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systems
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Access to water to irrigate 
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Rules of 
allocation
Plot location Rainfall
Infrastructures
Dialogue with 
sub-district 
administration 
CYCLE 3
to reveal stakeholders’ knowledge, values
and ideas that are relevant 
to the process of decision-making
to enable participants to employ their own
knowledge to create options for tackling issues 
that directly concern them
to generate a spectrum of options and
to enable a group to test alternative strategies
in a permissive environment
to enable a group to reach a single 
informed decision on an issue
AdvisingDemocratisation
Mapping out Diversity
Reaching Consensus
Scenario 
Analysis
Policy
ExerciseFocus 
Group
Participatory
Modeling
Citizen Jury 
Consensus 
Conference
Participatory
Planning
Van Asselt et al., 2001
ComMod
?
Participatory methods
Group Model Building
based on 
role-playing games =
&
Agent-based simulation
Multi-Agent Systems
Relations among people about resources
from Ferber, 1999
Cormas platform
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/1/10.html
Le Page et al. 2012. Participatory Agent-Based Simulation for Renewable Resource Management: The Role 
of the Cormas Simulation Platform to Nurture a Community of Practice. JASSS 15(1): 10
• Dedicated to common-pool resources
management
• Based on Smalltalk object-orinted
language
• A hierarchy of generic entities
• A Library of models
• Development => interactive agent-based
simulation
http://cormas.cirad.fr
Three kinds of interaction
environment
Individuals
Ie
Ii
Collective level
IcIc
Ie
Ii
Social representations of a sylvopastoral system
Group
CellsIndividuals
Aggregates
Bonnefoy et al., 2000
Specifying behaviors
with UML activity diagrams
Bommel et al. 2014. A further step towards participatory modeling. Fostering stakeholder involvement
in designing models by using Executable UML. <http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/17/1/6.html> 
Conceptual Model
Multi-Agent System
Real World
Simulation Model based 
on Virtual Agents
Simulation Model based 
on Human Agents (Players)
Agent-Based Model Role-Playing Game
Domain
Model
All the decisions are computer-made All the decisions are human-made
ABM and RPG are artefacts representing 
the real world as a Multi-Agent System
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- Each green square has an id number (from 1 to 20) and 
holds some resource biomass, 
the darker the more
- The biomass level ranges from 0 (none) to 3 (max)
- The resource has a specific renewing process
- Each round, you have to decide where
to harvest, i.e. to indicate a square 
number on the slate for each member
Harvester
Harvesting is your only activity and source of “income” : you have to 
perform as good as you can to feed your 4 household members. Below 
the threshold of 1 unit/household member/round, food scarcity occurs.
0 1 2 3
- In a square, one member can get 
a maximum of 2 units of biomass 
(even if alone in a square with 3 units, 
he will get only 2).
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7 8 9 106
12 13 14 1511
17 18 19 2016
2;6;9;12;12 
Park Manager
Your objective is to monitor the breeding ground 
of an endangered migratory bird species. 
Your success is directly related to the total number of chicks  
- Birds relocate seasonally to settle in nesting sites. A 
square represents a suitable nesting site
if there is enough resource biomass (level > 1) 
and if it is not yet occupied by another nesting bird.
- Reproduction is successful (1 or 2 chicks) 
provided the disturbance by harvesters 
- is null in the nesting square and
- is low in the neighbourhood.
-From round 2 onwards, you can restrict the access for up 
to 3 squares to set up a protected area.
Chick
Nesting bird
Example of protected area
(squares #14 #15 & #20) with 2 chicks in square #20
Harvesters
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Biomass levels
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Cumulative newborn birds
Le Page et al. REHAB: A Role Playing Game to Explore the Influence of Knowledge 
and Communication on Natural Resource Management. Simulation & Gaming (forthcoming)
Observing Role-Playing Game sessions
• Very intense moments (interactions, learning), 
often critical for the evolution of the whole process
• Elements under observation:
– Strategic & technical decisions
– Attitudes & behaviours
– Discourses & arguments (justification regimes)
– Uses of information & tools
– Interactions, power
• => Assistants focusing on observation
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Kulayinjana (« Teaching each
other »): 
A Co-designed Role Playing Games to 
elicit cattle herding strategies
Academic context : 
• PhD: 
« Increasing aridity and coexistance of conservation and agriculture: Analysis and modeling of a 
socio-ecological system including protected areas »
Research question: How will the coexistence between different land 
use evolve with climate change ?
•An internationnal research program ont the Hwange 
National Park SES
(Source: Commons.wikipedia.org)
Context : Different actors sharing a 
common environment
Interactions:
•Predation (Lions, Hyenas)
•Crop raiding (elephants, 
baboons,bush pigs)
•Poaching (?)
•No access right to HNP
•Controlled access to the Sikumi 
Forest Resources (Firewood, 
thatching grass, Grazing (1992))
(Source: Arthur Perrotton) 
(Source: Guerbois et al, 2014) 
Sikumi 
Forest (SF)
“We couldn’t feed our Cattle 
without the forestry”
“It avoids fires”
We need more space
“It’s ok with the forestry”
“We are more soft 
on these things”
Cattle herding strategies at the heart of 
interaction between RCs an SF 
“They go too far 
inside”
What about grazing
for buffalos ?
I’m too 
afraid of 
lions
(Source: Hugo Valls) 
Purpose of the ComMod 
process
understanding cattle herding strategies and decision
processes
Modeling the use of SF by Cattle 
Simulate possible futures (Climate change, Governance
changes…)
Livestock Herding
Strategy
Other actors
Personal History
Other homesteads
Environment
Risk perception
Governance
Objective
possibilities
Why Using A Role Playing Game?
•« A role Playing Game is a technic or activity through which a person plays
the role of a character in a virtual environment. »
•« The player acts on the character’s development through physical and 
narative actions or decision making. »
Assumption: 
If the Game is realistic
enough, people will
(partly) reproduce their
real practices
Why Using A Role Playing Game?
•« Situated knowledge »
•Virtual env
•Game+discussions
•Co-construction
•Freedom of design
A RPG allows to apprehend complex processes…or to discover their
complexity …In a « funny » way !
Players interactions
Virtual environment
The ComMod process: an interdisciplinary
method
Step1: 
Observations, 
questionnaires & 
interviews
Step2: 
1st Draft of Game
Step3: 
Participatory
process of co-
design
Playing sessions
Co-formalized virtual environment Farmers’ strategies
Autonomous Agent 
Based Model 
Step1: Observations, questionnaires & 
interviews
(March 2013- May 2014)
Key Points
•Having a good overview of the situation 
(local dynamics, perceptions, practices)
•Understanding key aspects of the topic
(coexistence)
•Know people and being known by them
(social network)
What about creating a Game to help building the ABM?
What about co-designing it? 
•« I have to focus on Cattle herding »
•« Decision processes are too complex to be understood only through
interviews »
Step2: First Draft of the Game (May 
2014)
Basics:
•Designed by « experts »
•Virtual env. having similar characteristic with the study area
A village / A forest (not protected)
Natural water Pans / boreholes
1 field~1 acre
Wildlife
•Each player is in charge of a farm: 5 fields and 5 cows
•Step: 1 month
•Actions: ploughing/harvesting; herding cattle; buying/selling cows
•There’s a currency representing simultaneously seeds, harvests and 
money…Practical decisions have a cost
Key Points :
•Entry point, not a product
•Making sure the game will satisfy your research needs
•Proposing a « good » game…but not too good !
•Technical details: A computer, a 
videoprojector, a generator (+ 
ext), petrol
•Facilitation: 1 operator, 1 
facilitator, 1 bank
•Gaming: No direct manipulation 
by players (operator), 
automatized environment
Step3: Participatory co-design 
(June 2014-May 2015)
Objectives:
Having an RPG created by and for the studied actors
Developing a boundary object (vinck, 2009; Antoine & Koehl, 2009) that makes sense for 
all the members of the team
Key words:  Mutual trust, Freedom of speech, reciprocity, credit given to others
A Team An Object
Draft VERSION 2
Workshop
VERSION 3
…Workshop
Step3: Participatory co-design 
(May 2015)
Building the team and discovering the game 
• 3 Reseearchers
• The local Headman was asked to appoint 10 
local villagers according to specific 
parameters.
• ½ of them are VH; 9 men, 1 woman.
• 2 were appointed a priori
• Venue: Magoli community hall
Workshop in siNdebele / chiNambya (2 translators)
Key Points :
Explaining the objectives
Discovering each other
Creating the « Team Spirit »
Step3: Participatory co-design: First 
Workshop: Kulima Kufuma (June 2014)
Day1 : Crash testing the Game
Day2: Team discussion
• Short debriefing on day 1, our perceptions and 
feelings about the day…
• Topics were discussed one by one, mixing “hard” and 
“soft” ones
• Obj : having the actors creating  the(ir) game by 
exposing their views of :
 What should be in the game, how to represent 
it
 Their own rules on the functioning and costs
List of topics discussed
• Redefining crops calendars , Crops failures 
parameters
• Crops depredation by cattle and wildlife
• Predation /Diseases (*)
• Forage qty/ grazing
• Cattle buying/selling practices and strategies (*)
• Management of a crops residues
• Crops should be raided only when they are mature
• In the rainy season, both in CA and F, 5 cows can 
eat in 5 cells for 2 weeks before the quality of the 
forage decreases
• Cows should have a body condition and that 
should vary (thin/medium/fat)
• A granary should cost 3 beans
• Only one “crop raider” in the game
• The further in the forest the riskier for predation 
• Rethinking the map representation
Results of the first workshop
1. Validation of the game’s principles
2. New rules and modifications have been collectively added:
• A herdboy can guard two herds (sharing)
A  Name was chosen:
“KULIMA KUFUMA”
(“Farming to get Rich”)
• Definition of crops dynamics (Short season Vs Long Season)
Step3: Participatory co-design: Second 
Workshop (November 2014)
•No Computer, no generator…
•Printed/plastified board Game
•Pawns are manipulated by the 
players
•All actions involve players
•Information are displayed with
signs, sheets, dices.
•1 facilitator, 1 « recorder », 1 
« bank »
The new version of the game (now co-designed) was presented and tested by the 
same team…and discussed and improved again !
A farm with the fields
A cattle herd
Money/seeds
The Board
Step3: Participatory co-design (June 2014-May 2015)
Kulima kufuma 2.0: Results of post-game discussion with the team
• Players around the board, moving cows and managing fields themselves
improved the appropriation by players and the reactivity of players
•More discussions among players, consultation of others
•Satisfaction about the new rules…but new improvements should be done :e.g.  
Dynamics of crops residues
•The game is still too slow
•« we can play because we know it »: necessity of mixing the board game with
the computer…challenging
•« Why did you wait so long? »
The challenges were:
•Integrating all co-designed rules
•Mixing a central horizontal Board game with
computer/projector
•Formalizing the game’s submodels  back into computer 
language (rain/crops/waterpans/wildlife)
•Accelerate the game 2 years in 1 day (never achieved so far)
?
Step3: Participatory co-design: 
Redesigning the game (December to 
March 2015)
Step3: Participatory co-design: 
Testing the 3rd version (April 2015)
White Board
« Software »
computer
Ultra short throw projector
•Generator (+petrol)
•Inverter
•Extention cords
Pawns
Hardware
•Cormas 
•Redisigned model 
supporting the game
Facilitator
Operator
BankVerbatim
Step3: Participatory co-design: 
Testing the 3rd version (April 2015)
A quick description of the final game
•A virtual environment projected on the « table » : village/forest in which
players « play » farmers
•Each players starts with 5 fields, 5 medium cows, and money/seeds
•Game: from october to September (y+1)
•Every begining of months, decisions must be made decision for the next
month (costs) :
where do cattle graze (scale=paddock), herded or not?
what to do with the fields: plough, harvest, residues managment
Any field protections?
•Rainfall forecast : first week of the month
•Rainfall displayed a posteriori
•Decisions have consequences on the personal results, and on the 
environment:
Cattle conditions/harvests/ predation/ crops damages




•The whole team was satisfied by the game
•The whole team was satisfied by the gameplay
•We (finally) managed to play two years in 1 day
•A New name was chosen: Kulayinjana (« teaching each other »)
•Scientific obj. Reached (data obtained…)
•4 volunteered to be facilitator during the villagers playing
sessions(taking participation further)…and were trained a few days
later.
Step3: Participatory co-design: 
Results of the Last co-design 
workshop(April 2015)
1 Year, Three workshops, several tests…THE GAME IS READY TO BE PLAYED !
Five Principles to achieve a participatory Co-design
Lessons from a participatory ComMod 
process
1. Time for observing: Highlights key processes, Knowing local actors, building trust, 
overview of the dynamics,etc….AND CHOOSE YOUR METHODOLOGY ! 
2. Trustfull and full involvment for building a real team: Breaking the « superior » 
position of the researcher, opened mind, self questioning.
3. Compromise principles: A codesigned game/model takes compromises, also on the 
researcher(s) side. Do not impose your views and values to the other members (who
are as experts as you are)
4. Ambiguity on purpose, or the art of being wrong: Initiation of the process is key. The 
first draft of the game or any co-designed object can or should be « wrong »… to 
facilitates the appropriation of other members of the team by « proving you wrong ».
5. Adaptivity and creativity : each study area is different, you’ll have to improvise
What kind of Data did we get?
•The co-construction itself is an « experiment »should be assessed
Analysis of :
•Group discussions
•Questionaires
•Intermediate documents and versions of the game
1. Did we go through a « good » participatory process?
2. Do we reach the initial objectives?
3. Did we define new objectives on the way? 
4. How did our understanding of the game evolved during the Process ?
Way Forward
•The Game was played with villagers: 4 workshops; 32 Players
•Playing strategies recorded
•Post playing questionaires (extra data+correcting strat)
•Post design questionaires
Next step : transform the playing strategies into agents behavior…and run the ABM
Raising the awareness of local populations about the 
sustainability of bushmeat hunting through the 
incremental introduction of an agent-based model A case 
study in the region of Korup National Park (Cameroon)
Serge Bobo Kadiri, Dschang University, Cameroon {bobokadiris@yahoo.com}
Christophe Le Page, CIRAD Montpellier, France {le_page@cirad.fr}
Context
• 10 years of regular field work by an academic 
research team from Dschang University to 
estimate the abundance of wildlife 
in the study area and to monitor villagers’ 
hunting activity
• Intensive snare trapping (during wet season) 
by male villagers
• Very low wildlife densities are now observed
Agent-based participatory simulation 
of blue duikers hunting 
in the periphery of Korup National Park, Cameroon 
Landcover
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 1.5 x 1.5 Km; timestep = 1 week
Abstract representations of a village in the forest set by the participants
Agent-based participatory simulation 
of blue duikers hunting 
in the periphery of Korup National Park, Cameroon 
Blue duiker biology
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 1.5 x 1.5 Km; timestep = 1 week
Agent-based participatory simulation 
of blue duikers hunting 
in the periphery of Korup National Park, Cameroon 
Two villages
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 5 x 5 Km; timestep = 1 week
Agent-based participatory simulation 
of blue duikers hunting 
in the periphery of Korup National Park, Cameroon 
Traps
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 5 x 5 Km; timestep = 1 week
Agent-based participatory simulation 
of blue duikers hunting 
in the periphery of Korup National Park, Cameroon 
Traps paths
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 5 x 5 Km; timestep = 1 week
Korup
National
Park
Bakut
Osselle
Basu
Mbegati
Bajoh
Bayip-ossing
Abat
Spatial resolution = 1 Ha ; spatial extent = 16 x 18 Km; timestep = 1 week
146 hunters
8300 traps
57 traps / hunter
146 hunters
4380 traps
30 traps / hunter
74 hunters
5400 traps
74 traps / hunter
74 hunters
2500 traps
35 traps / hunter
74 hunters
5400 traps
35 traps / hunter
1 community reserve
74 hunters
5400 traps
35 traps / hunter
2 community reserves
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Exploring synergies between farmers livelihoods, 
forest conservation and social equity
Participatory simulations for creative negotiation in Thailand highlands
A versatile model 
Various versions and modes of use
Computer 
simulation
To explore and discuss the
scenarios identified 
RPG1
Showcase to National 
Park officers the 
principles and the RPG 
and the outputs of the 2 
gaming sessions
RPG1 replay
Hybrid computer simulation
In each village, enlarge 
the group of involved 
farmers to disseminate 
information to a larger 
audience
RPG2
All the stakeholders 
together are able 
to talk about hot
issues and to 
envision possible
options fot the future
In each village,
promote discussion among 12    
farmers playing their own role
Scenario 1
NTFPs rule: not respected
Encroachment ban: respected
Scenario 2
NTFPs rule: respected
Encroachment ban: respected
Scenario 3
NTFPs rule: respected
Encroachment ban: not respected
Evolution of 
farmers’ 
cash
Type A farmers Type B farmers Type C farmersLEGEND:
Evolution of 
farmers’ 
income 
from NTFP
Evolution of 
farmers’ 
off-farm 
income
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Take-home messages
Companion Modeling is based on role-playing
games and/or computer simulation models
Role-playing games can help eliciting knowledge from stakeholders 
and embarking them in the collaborative design of a computer 
simulation model. Along the journey, co-learning is enabled
Being involved at an early stage of the process, participants 
acknowledge the actual status of the tool: they realize that the 
model is not a magic black box predicting the future, but rather a 
toy to play with that they are requested to tailor; 
then the model is becoming theirs
Ban Mak Mai rice farmers presenting « their » ABM model on land-water use and labor migrations to 70 MSc students at
the Faculty of Agriculture, Ubon Ratchathani University, October 2008.
Co-learning in Ubon
Ratchathani, 
NE Thailand
• helps participants to understand how the model works : the 
effects of what they suggest from observing/interacting with the 
simulation will be directly observable
• stimulates participants to move away from their specific personal
situation and to engage in a collective process of specifying the 
essence of their activities in the modelling context
Take-home messages
Using participatory interactive simulation 
at an early stage of the modeling process
Take-home messages
Schematic abstract representations are ok 
especially when models are boundary objects
(not decision-support systems) 
barren (degraded)
poor
medium
good
Bowshey
SheythemiLhamshisha
Kolaphu
Tongling
Daktshi
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/6/2/5.html
Take-home messages
Realistic behavioral patterns can be observed in 
schematic abstract representations
SYLVOPAST: a role-playing game 
to assess negotiation processes 
in sylvopastoral management planning
tree
shrub
grass
rocks
tree + shrub + grass
tree + grass
tree + shrub
shrub + grass Grazing
areas
Grazing
circuits
Resources
June 2016, Zürich (Switzerland) 
http://www.fordev.ethz.ch/education/traineeships.html
